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Roadmap
•More on Semitic morphology

•Review of the literature investigating Semitic visual word recognition
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But first…
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Happy 4-week birthday, Aldo!
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Concatenative morphology
•Concatenative morphology involves linear affixation; i.e., adding affixes to the beginning or the 
end of a root or stem.
•Agglutinative languages have the most concatenative type of morphology, in which each 
morphological piece is contiguous and predictable.
•A good example of such a language is Turkish, in which inflectional paradigms for nouns show 
very regular concatenative morphology:

ip ‘string’
ip-ler ‘strings’
ip-ler-i ‘strings, acc.’
ip-ler-im ‘my string’
ip-ler-imiz ‘our strings’
ip-ler-imiz-den ‘from our strings
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Concatenative morphology in Semitic
•Important: not all morphology in Semitic is different from this. For instance, Hebrew – and all 
other Semitic languages – have concatenative morphology.
•An example is regular plural formation in Hebrew, in which the plural suffixes –im (masc.) or –ot
(fem.) are added to nouns:

Singular Plural Gloss
xatul xatulim cat/cats
et etim pen/pens
mafteax maftexot key/keys
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Nonconcatenative morphology 
•In nonconcatenative morphology, related words are not as transparently form-
relatable; that is, affixation does not have as straightforward a phonological 
exponence as “add something to the beginning or the end of the root or stem.”

•There are many, many types of nonconcatenative morphology.
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Nonconcatenative morphology 
•Any time the phonological exponence of a particular morphological category is not 
linearly appended to the edge of a root or a stem, then we’re dealing with some variety 
of nonconcatenative morphology.
•If you can say “add x to the R/L edge”, then you’re dealing with concatenative 
morphology. Otherwise, you’re dealing with nonconcatenative morphology. 
•Examples of nonconcatenative phenomena include:
• Reduplication
• Morphological truncation
• Ablaut
• Suppletion
• Root-and-pattern morphology
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Reduplication
•Turkish:
Emphatic reduplication:
siyah black simsiyah pitch black
yeşil green yemyeşil very green

“And such” reduplication:
doktor doctor doktor moktor doctors and such
içki drink içki miçki drinks and such

•English “dismissive” reduplication: 
rules schmules
table schmable
accident schmaccident
etc…
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Truncation
•In morphological truncation, one form is related to another via the subtraction of consistent phonological 
content. Tohono O’odham (Zepeda 1983) exhibits truncation in its verbal system, where the alternation 
between imperfective and perfective verbs involves truncating the final consonant:

Imperfective Perfective Gloss
pisalt pisal ‘to weigh’
gatwid gatwi ‘to shoot’
heʔedkad heʔedka ‘to smile’
hehem hehe ‘to laugh’
hi:nk hi:n ‘to bark’
golon golo ‘to rake’
huksan huksa ‘to scratch’
cicwi cicwi ‘to play’
wacwi wacwi ‘to bathe’
ceggia ceggia ‘to fight’
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Ablaut
•‘Ablaut’ means morpheme-internal changes like those found in Germanic languages:

•(Some) German plurals:  Mutter  mother ~ Mütter mothers

•English strong verbs:  sing ~ sang ~ sung
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Suppletion
•Suppletion (complete replacement of one form with another, with 
no phonological relationship between the forms):

•English verb to be: I am ~ I was ~ we’ve been

•English verb to go: I go ~ I went

•Other examples of suppletion?
• Hint: good, bad
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Root-and-pattern morphology
•Root-and-pattern morphology is found in Semitic languages, such as 
Arabic, Hebrew, and Maltese.
•Related words in these language share just the consonants (the 
root), where morpho-syntactic information such as part of speech, 
inflectional markers, and other work typically done by functional 
affixes are indicated by the vowels and relative arrangement of 
consonants and vowels within the word (the pattern).
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Root-and-pattern morphology
•As a first example of root-and-pattern morphology, compare the Hebrew plural forms above 
with the following plurals from Classical Arabic:

Singular Plural Gloss
nafs nufuus ‘soul’
qid qidaa ‘arrow’
asad usuud ‘lion’
xaatam xawaatim ‘signet ring’

•Morphological analysis?
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Root-and-pattern morphology
•Coming back to Hebrew, examine the following verbal paradigm:

Hebrew verb Gloss
gadal ‘he grew’ (intransitive)
gidel ‘he raised’
gudal ‘he was raised’
higdil ‘he enlarged’
hugdal ‘he was enlarged’

•Morphological analysis?
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Root-and-pattern morphology
•The major claim in morphological and phonological theory arising from this type 
of data is the following:
•Words in these languages are composed of two main kinds of morpheme – the 
root, and the pattern.
•These morphemes are nonconcatenative (also called discontiguous, non-linear).
•The canonical root consists of 3 consonants, though there are roots with 2 
consonants, and some with 4 or more consonants.
•The pattern consists of the vowels (known as the vocalic melody), and the 
relative arrangement between consonants and vowels (known as the CV-
template or the prosodic template).
•Words are formed by combining a consonantal root morpheme with a pattern 
morpheme.
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Root-and-pattern morphology
•McCarthy (1979, 1981) proposed an important formal mechanism for representing the 
morphological structure of words in Semitic:

Consonantal root k     t     v

CV-template C V C V C

Vocalic melody a

=  katav ‘he wrote’
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Root-and-pattern morphology
•Some templates include a prefix or suffix, so not all consonants are necessarily part of 
the consonantal root:

Consonantal root k    t    v

CV-template mV C   C V C

Vocalic melody i a

=  mixtav ‘letter’ (kx via spirantization)
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Three arguments for the root
•McCarthy (1981) presents three arguments that illustrate the necessity for the consonantal root 
as distinct from other morphemes.
•Argument 1: Arabic Binyan 8 assimilation
•In Arabic, Binyan 8 is characterized by an infixed t that occurs between the first and second 
consonants of the consonantal root; e.g., ftaraq ‘to part’ (root=frq). However, if the consonantal 
root has w or j as the first consonant, then the Binyan 8 t-infix assimilates this consonant; e.g., 
ttaʕad ‘to receive a promise’ (root=wʕd), ttasar ‘to play with a dreidl’ (root=jsr).
•However, this assimilation does not occur if a t is part of the root, as opposed to part of the 
Binyan 8 pattern; e.g., ʔawtaad ‘tent pegs’ (root=wtd), jajtim ‘to be an orphan’ (root=jtm).
•The only way to account for this is to be able to distinguish a root t from a Binyan 8 t.
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Three arguments for the root
•Argument 2: Akkadian passive and iterative metathesis.
•In Akkadian, a t-infix occurs in the passive and iterative forms of verbs; e.g., 
mitħas ‘to be struck’, mitaħħas ‘to strike repeatedly’ (root=mħs).
•If the first consonant of the root is a coronal spirant (e.g., sˁ), then this first 
consonant changes position with the t-infix; e.g., tisˁbutum ‘to seize one 
another’ (root= sˁbt); tizqurum ‘to be elevated’ (root=zqr).
•Again, it is necessary to distinguish consonants belonging to a root from those 
belonging to an affix.
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Three arguments for the root
•Argument 3: Akkadian labial dissimilation.
•In Akkadian, the nominal prefix ma- dissimilates to na- when it attaches to a 
root containing a labial consonant; e.g., napħar ‘totality’ (root=pħr), neereb
‘entrance’, narkabt ‘chariot’ (root=rkb).
•This dissimilation fails to occur if the word contains a labial consonant that is not 
part of the root; e.g., meriitum ‘pasture’ (root=rjt); the word-final labial m is a 
suffix, not a root consonant.
•Again, to account for this it is necessary to distinguish root consonants from 
non-root consonants.
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One root, many patterns
Roots recur in multiple words:

/z m r/ ≈ ‘sing’ [zemer] ‘song’

[tizmoret] ‘orchestra’

[zamar] ‘singer’
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Many roots, one pattern
Patterns recur in multiple words:

/k t v/ [mixtav] ‘letter’

/s p r/ [mispar] ‘number’

/g d l/ [migdal] ‘tower’

/mi--a-/ ≈ noun
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Roots are productive
•The formal analysis of roots and patterns describes the internal structure of words in 
Hebrew (and other Semitic languages), but are roots and patterns treated as 
morphemes by native speakers?
•What does this question really mean?
•Some evidence for productivity of Hebrew roots comes from Bat-El (1986), where it was 
shown that roots are productively extracted from words to produce other words:

Noun Gloss Derived verb Gloss
koxav ‘star’ kixev ‘to star’
telefon ‘telephone’ tilfen ‘to phone’
varod ‘pink’ hivrid ‘to become pink’
etc...
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Roots are productive
•In fact, as Bat-El (1994) shows, this type of process appears to apply readily to more recent 
forms where the language creates a verb from a borrowed noun (i.e., a denominal verb):

Noun Gloss Denominal verb Gloss
telegraf ‘telegraph’ tilgref ‘to telegraph’
ʃprits͡ ‘squirt’ hiʃprit ͡s ‘to squirt’
transfer ‘transfer’ trinsfer ‘to transfer’
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Roots are productive?
•However, as noted by Bat-El (1994), it’s not just root consonants that can be 
extracted; consonants that are part of an affix can also be a part of what’s extracted 
in productive verb formation (nonroot consonants are underlined):

Base form Gloss Derived Verb Gloss
kamts͡an ‘stingy person’ hitkamts͡en ‘to be stingy’
kits͡oni ‘extreme’ hikts͡in ‘to bring to extremity’
tamts͡it ‘summary’ timts͡et ‘to summarize’
taxzuka ‘a maintenance’ tixzek ‘to maintain’
mispar ‘number’ misper ‘to enumerate’

•These data seem to provide evidence for consonant extraction, not root extraction.
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More than roots
•Additionally, as Bat-El (1994) shows, upon closer scrutiny, denominal verb formation indicates 
that something more complex than straightforward root extraction is required in order to 
explain the preservation of consonant sequences.

Noun Gloss Denominal verb Gloss
telegraf ‘telegraph’ tilgref ‘to telegraph’
ʃprits͡ ‘squirt’ hiʃprits͡ ‘to squirt’
transfer ‘transfer’ trinsfer ‘to transfer’
flirt ‘a flirt’ flirtet, *filret ‘to flirt’
faks ‘a fax’ fikses, *fikes ‘to fax’

•Simple root extraction fails to preserve consonant adjacency information, so something else 
must be going on here.
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Words matter, too
•Bat-El (1994) makes the convincing case that at least for these denominal verbs, preservation of 
consequence sequences (i.e., cluster preservation) can only be explained via melodic 
overwriting, a process whereby the vocalic pattern of the relevant verbal binyan overwrites the 
vowels of the base form; e.g.:

Base form: [transfer] ‘a transfer’
Vocalic melody: [i…e] ‘pi’el verb’
Melodic overwriting: [trinsfer] ‘to transfer’

•This even works for forms with consonant copying (e.g., faks/fikses), which show the 
combination of melodic overwriting and templatic requirements (verbs must end in a 
consonant).
•But the only way to explain cluster preservation effects is to derive verbs directly from their base 
word, without extracting the consonants, since extraction fails to preserve clusters.
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Words matter, too
•Ussishkin (1999) examined a different set of denominal verbs: those with only two consonants. 
These exhibit a puzzling case of variation in form, with three different patterns.

•Consonant copying: final C of base occurs twice in CVCVC verb

Base Gloss Denominal verb Gloss
dam ‘blood’ dimem ‘to bleed’
xad ‘sharp’ xided ‘sharpen’
sam ‘drug’ simem ‘to drug’
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Words matter, too
•Ussishkin (1999) examined a different set of denominal verbs: those with only two consonants. 
These exhibit a puzzling case of variation in form, with three different patterns.

•j-forms: middle C is glide j in CVCVC verbs

Base Gloss Denominal verb Gloss
tik ‘file’ tijek ‘to file’
bul ‘stamp’ bijel ‘to stamp’
kis ‘pocket’ kijes ‘to pickpocket’
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Words matter, too
•Ussishkin (1999) examined a different set of denominal verbs: those with only two consonants. 
These exhibit a puzzling case of variation in form, with three different patterns.

•v-forms: middle C is glide v in CVCVC verbs

Base Gloss Denominal verb Gloss
sug ‘type’ siveg ‘to classify’
tox ‘midst’ tivex ‘to mediate’
ʃuk ‘market’ ʃivek ‘to market’
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Words matter, too
•Ussishkin (1999) examined a different set of denominal verbs: those with only two consonants. 
These exhibit a puzzling case of variation in form, with three different patterns.

•(There’s a fourth form, in which both consonants are copied, but let’s set those aside for now. 
See Ussishkin 1999 for details.)
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Words matter, too
•How do these three different patterns provide evidence that we need access to more than the 
root?
•Without information about the whole word – including the vowel of the base form – it’s not 
possible to explain why a given base form occurs in one of the three possible denominal verbs 
patterns (consonant copying, j-forms, v-forms).
•The only way to predict which of the three patterns a form will have is to use information that is 
not a part of the consonantal root.
•Generalizations:
• Base forms with the vowel [a]  consonant copying
• Base forms with [i] and some with [u]  j-forms
• Base forms with [o] and some with [u]  v-forms

•This generalization requires reference to the vowel of the base, which is not part of the root.
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What does this mean for the root?
•A couple options:

•Option 1: Hebrew (and probably all Semitic languages) require reference to the 
root for some morphological processes, and reference to the word for others 
(McCarthy 1981, Arad 2005); this is the more traditional, conservative view.

•Option 2: Hebrew requires only reference to the word, and never to the root 
(Bat-El 1994, 2002), Ussishkin (2005, 2006); this is the less traditional view.
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How do we decide?
•What criteria would you use to decide between Option 1 vs. 
Option 2?
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What can experiments tell us?
•Some researchers think that studying native speaker behavior can inform our 
theories of morphology and the lexicon.

•In what ways can such studies help?

•Let’s begin with a brief background on writing in Semitic languages, using 
Hebrew as a case study.
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Hebrew
•Hebrew is a West Semitic language, and used the Phoenician abjad 
unchanged at first to write Hebrew. But a distinctively Hebrew form of the 
abjad developed as well. This system (usually called linear Hebrew) was used 
for several centuries, but it was gradually replaced by a version of the 
Aramaic abjad.

•The familiar Hebrew writing system of modern times (square Hebrew) is a 
direct descendant of the Aramaic abjad. The distinctively Hebrew version 
appeared around 250 BCE and eventually replaced the older linear Hebrew 
system.
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Hebrew
22 consonant graphemes:
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Orthographic representation of long vowels: 
Matres lectiones
•This method of representing long vowels seems to have been a by-product of 
some changes in the pronunciation of Phoenician and other West Semitic 
languages. Word-final short vowels disappeared, and in some cases the 
result was a word-final long vowel. For example (using /:/ to indicate vowel 
length):
/ʔabija/>/ʔabij/>/ʔabi:/

•The spelling       (which runs right to left and represents /ʔbj/) remained 
unchanged, and by the time the pronunciation had become /ʔabi:/, the letter 
for /j/ seemed to be representing /i:/. In parallel fashion, the letter for /w/ 
came to represent to /u:/.
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Matres lectiones
•This method of representing long vowels was later extended to word-medial 
position. The traditional name for such consonant letters used to indicate vowels 
is matres lectionis (Latin for ‘mothers of reading’).

•The Hebrew and Arabic systems both use matres lectionis. For example, Hebrew 
uses ה (the letter for /h/) for /a:/ or /ɛ:/, ו (the letter for /w/) for /u:/ or /o:/, and 
י (the letter for /j/) for /i:/ or /e:/.
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Tiberian Hebrew vowel diacritics
•The diacritics used in the Hebrew writing system are called vowel points. It isn’t clear exactly 
when the practice of pointing developed, and more than one system was used.

•The Hebrew pointing system that eventually won out dates from about 800 CE and is called the 
Tiberian system (after the city of Tiberius in Palestine).

•Vowel pointing hasn’t become an indispensable part of the Hebrew writing system. It’s used 
only for certain purposes, such as teaching. But in general, fluent/literate writers and readers of 
Hebrew never use these.
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Forms of Hebrew letters
Several Hebrew letters have a special form when used at the end of a word:

Word-final Elsewhere IPA

ך כ [k, x]

ם מ [m]

ן נ [n]

ף פ [p, f]

ץ צ [ts]
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Hebrew writing
•Hebrew uses pointing diacritics (dots) to distinguish among (usually, pairs of) sounds:

•Historically, the dot in the letters indicated gemination, though in Modern Hebrew presence or 
absence of the dot signals whether the letter is pronounced as a stop or a fricative.
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Hebrew writing
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Root and pattern morphology
•As mentioned earlier, Semitic morphology is special due to the morphological 
status accorded to discontiguous strings of consonants (consonantal root) and 
vowels (word patterns).
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Root and pattern morphology
•Arabic:

Arabic word English gloss

katab ‘he wrote’

kutib ‘it was written’

Ɂaktub ‘act of writing’

Ɂuktab ‘being written’

kaatib ‘writing’

kattab ‘he caused to write, dictated’

kaatab ‘he corresponded’
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Root and pattern morphology
•Hebrew:

Hebrew verb English gloss Hebrew verb English gloss

katav ‘he wrote’ kotev ‘he writes’

gadal ‘he grew up’ godel ‘he grows up’

lamad ‘he learned’ lomed ‘he learns’

raah ‘he saw’ roeh ‘he sees

kara ‘he read’ kore ‘he reads’

axal ‘he ate’ oxel ‘he eats’
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Root and pattern morphology
•Maltese:
Word Pattern Gloss
lisen CVCVC ‘talk’ (Binyan 1) 
lissen CVCCVC ‘utter/say’ (Binyan 2)
tlissen t-CVCCVC   ‘be uttered’(Binyan 5)
(i)lsien CCVVC ‘tongue/language’ 
(i)lsn-a CCC-a ‘tongues/languages’
tlissin-a t-CVCCV-a ‘utterance’
tlissin t-CVCCVC ‘uttering’
lissien CVCCVVC ‘utterer’
milsen m-VCCVC ‘dictionary’ 
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Processing of visually presented stimuli in Semitic

•A remarkable series of papers in the psycholinguistics literature has 
investigated visual word recognition in Semitic languages.

•For Hebrew: Deutsch, Forster, and Frost, with more recent work by 
Frost and Velan

•For Arabic: Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson

•For Maltese: Twist, Galea
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Primer on priming
• Priming occurs even if the prime is presented so fast that it doesn’t reach 
conscious awareness.

•Hypothesis: lexical decision involves accessing the lexical entry in the mental 
lexicon; when a lexical entry is accessed, related lexical entries may also be 
accessed, such that they can be recognized more rapidly when encountered. 

•What counts as “related”?: 
• Words that share meaning (like doctor and nurse)

• Words that share sounds (like fig and fog)

• Words that share morphemes (like refundable and refund)
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Hebrew
Frost, Ram, Ken Forster, and Avital Deutsch. 1997. What can we learn from the 
morphology of Hebrew? Masked-priming investigation of morphological 
representation. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and 
Cognition 23:829-856.
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Methodology/experimental task
•All experiments in this paper were done using the masked visual priming 
technique developed by Forster and Davis (1984).

•In this technique, each target stimulus is preceded by a masked prime that 
subjects are not consciously aware of.

•(Why masked?)

•Masking is achieved by super-fast duration of prime in combination with 
forward mask preceding the prime.

•Demo: 
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~kforster/priming/masked_priming_demo.htm
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Methodology/experimental task
•Subjects perform lexical decision (“Is this a word, yes or no?”) on the target 
stimulus.

•Earlier work has established several types of priming effects:
• Identity/repetition priming (prime is identical to target)

• Form priming (prime and target share some but not all structure)

• Control condition is always present as a baseline (unrelated priming 
condition).
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Methodology/experimental task
•Priming was only observed with real word items; nonwords do not get primed 
(so the effect depends on a lexical representation).

•This task can be fruitfully employed to probe the nature of lexical 
representations in Hebrew.

•In the experiments discussed here, the main goal centers around investigating 
whether the consonantal root and the word pattern are psychologically real.
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Experiment 1A
•Priming with word patterns: can a prime facilitate lexical 
decision for a target when the two share a word pattern? (Note: 
primes and targets are all nouns.)

•Three priming conditions:
• Identity condition (targil-TARGIL)
•Related (prime and target share word pattern: taklit-TARGIL)
•Control condition (prime and target share neither pattern nor 

root: tadhema-TARGIL)
• (root=RGL)
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Experiment 1A
•Results:
• Strong facilitation for identity priming.

•No facilitation in related condition: word patterns do not prime 
(though see later work by same authors).
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Experiment 1B
•Priming with word patterns

•Same as experiment 1A except that instead of lexical decision, subjects perform 
a naming task (they are asked to pronounce the target stimuli)

•Results: No facilitation.
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Experiment 2
•Priming with root letters

•Three priming conditions:
• Identity condition (tizmoret-TIZMORET) 

• Related condition (prime=three root letters: zmr-TIZMORET)

• Control condition (prime=unrelated root letters: tmr-TIZMORET)

• (Root=ZMR)

•Half of the subjects did lexical decision; half did naming
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Experiment 2
•Results:
• In both tasks, facilitation for identity and related conditions compared to 

control condition.

• No priming for nonwords.
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Experiment 3
•Priming with nonword legal roots

•Same as before, but primes are different: instead of actual words, primes are 
consonantal roots (i.e., ONLY consonants) that never occur on the surface 
without additional (orthographically represented) affixes.

•Same results as before: related condition induces facilitation.

•Evidence for representing the root lexically.
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Experiment 4
•Priming with semantic associates

•Same targets, but primes are  semantically (but not 
morphologically/phonologically) related to targets.

•Results: no facilitation in semantic priming condition.
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Semantic vs. morphological relatedness
•Hebrew presents an interesting test case for the overlap of semantic and 
morphological factors.

•Since many (most?) words are morphologically complex in Hebrew, and since a 
given root can appear in many different word patterns, Hebrew speakers may be 
sensitive to the root regardless of degree of semantic overlap between related 
forms.

•The next two experiments test this.
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Experiment 5
•Priming with root derivations
•Here, primes and target pairs had the same root, but differed in degree of semantic overlap.
•Does priming depend on semantic relatedness? If not, then facilitation should obtain no matter 
whether the prime is semantically related as long as it’s built out of the same root.
•Four priming conditions:
• Identity (taklit ‘a record’-TAKLIT ‘a record’)
• Morphologically-related but semantically unrelated (klita ‘absorption’-TAKLIT ‘a record’)
• Morphologically-related and semantically related (haklata ‘a recording’-TAKLIT ‘a record’)
• Control (takala ‘malfunction’-TAKLIT ‘a record’)
• (Root=KLT)
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Experiment 5
•Facilitation in identity condition and BOTH morphologically-related conditions

•Upshot: Semantic relatedness not an issue; it’s the morphology that matters.

Priming condition Example (prime – target) Mean RT 
M+S+ * haklata ‘a recording’ – taklit ‘a record’ 568 ms
M+S- * klita ‘absorption’ – taklit ‘a record’ 572 ms
Control takala ‘malfunction’ – taklit ‘a record’ 583 ms
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Experiment 6
•Priming with pseudoroot derivations

•Does the facilitation observed in root priming conditions in previous 
experiments depend on the existence of the prime in the lexicon?

•In Experiment 6, the primes were all “illegal” derivations of existing Hebrew 
roots.

•Three priming conditions:
• Identity

• Related

• Control
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Experiment 6
•Results: no effect in related (root-priming) condition (but still find facilitation for 
identity condition).

•Priming only occurs when the prime is a real, existing word.
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General discussion
•Roots and patterns are the building blocks of Hebrew morphology.

•Roots play a very important role, while patterns (for nouns, at least) have a less 
important role.

•Implications for models of Hebrew lexical structure.

•Several other papers replicate these results, and also demonstrate vowel 
pattern priming effects (but only for verbs, and not for nouns).
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Arabic
Sami Boudelaa and William Marslen-Wilson. 2001. Morphological Units in the 
Arabic Mental Lexicon. Cognition 81:65-92.

(and many subsequent papers!)
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Arabic
•In this work, Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson focus on the formal root-and-pattern 
approach to Arabic morphology, and raise two problems:

•Problem 1: the root-and-pattern view can’t capture the relationship between 
derived active-passive forms, in which only the vowel pattern, but not the 
prosodic template, changes. (argument for vowel patterns separate from 
template?)

•Problem 2: the etymon – some words share not a consonantal root, but just two 
of three consonants (e.g., btt, btr, blt, btk, sbt) while also sharing semantic 
overlap.
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Arabic: the etymon
•Essentially, the smallest lexical unit is the two-consonant etymon, which is 
augmented by an epenthetic consonant in surface forms, according to Boudelaa 
and Marslen-Wilson.
• Etymon reversibility (e.g., maata ‘perish’ vs. tamma ‘come to an end’).

• Segmental alternation within an etymon.
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Methodology
•Here, two experimental methodologies:
• Cross-modal priming (auditory prime followed by visual target; 

lexical decision on visual target).

•Masked visual priming (masked visual prime followed by visual 
target; lexical decision on visual target).
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Experiment 1: cross-modal priming
•Cross-modal priming of etymon morphemes
• Condition 1a: auditory prime shares etymon with visual target, with semantic 

relationship (+Etymon, +Sem)

• Condition 1b: same, but no semantic relationship (+Etymon, -Sem)

• Condition 2a, b: Segmental overlap, but no morphological or semantic overlap 
(-Etymon, +Phon)

• Condition 3a, b: Control condition, no overlap
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Experiment 1: Results
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• Etymon priming: 



Experiment 2: visual masked  priming
•Masked etymon priming
• Same conditions as before

• But here, prime and target are both visually presented, and the prime is 
masked as in Frost et al. (1997, 1998, 2000).
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Experiment 2: Results
•Etymon priming
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Experiments 1 and 2: discussion
•An etymon priming effect has been found in two experimental paradigms.

•The authors interpret these results as supporting the etymon as a morphological 
unit, and this explains why semantic transparency isn’t a relevant factor, similar 
to the results reported in Frost et al. (1997).

•Implications for processing models: a new level needs to be posited.
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More Arabic
Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson. 2004. Abstract morphemes and lexical 
representation: the CV skeleton in Arabic. Cognition 19: 271-303.
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Experiment 1: masked visual priming
•Compare effects of priming between morphologically related words that share:

• vocalic morpheme a a [+ Vowel]

• skeletal morpheme CVCVC [+ Skeleton]

• vocalic and skeletal morphemes k a t a b [Word pattern]

•Participants: Thirty Tunisian HS students

•Stimuli

• presented in Modern Standard Arabic orthography

• 96 target forms, 96 pseudo-words

• Words were familiar, lacked orthographic similarity (common letters across prime/target 
pair), and lacked semantic relationship (based on a semantic judgment pretest)

• Note: control items are all nouns, while primes and targets are all verbs.
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Experiment 1: results
•No priming for shared vocalic morpheme (as opposed to previous 

priming effects for root morpheme).

• Comparable facilitatory priming effect for skeleton and root-
related conditions.
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Experiment 2: cross-modal priming
•Was the lack of priming effects for vocalic morphemes a result of experiment 
design?
• orthographic effects?

•Same design as Experiment 1 but with added unrelated pairs (fillers) and 
auditory component.

•Lexical decision task: auditory prime directly followed by a visual target item (no 
masking).

•Results:
• Replicates effects in Experiment 1, note that the whole word pattern (skeleton 

+ vowels) shows stronger priming than the skeleton alone.
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Experiment 3: auditory priming
•What about auditory-only processing?

• Will this eliminate any possibility of orthographic effects?

•Same design as the previous experiments, except overt auditory targets. (Note: reaction times 
measured from the target’s onset – why would this matter?)

•Similar results: priming obtained when prime-target pair shares skeleton or both skeleton plus 
vowel pattern.

•More auditory stuff tomorrow 
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Discussion
•Summary of Results
• No vowel pattern priming, but definitely skeleton priming. The results are 

strikingly similar across modalities.

•This sort of priming does not come about because of segmental overlap.

•The skeleton must also correspond to a morpheme in order to facilitate the 
lexical decision; no priming unless morphological relationship exists between 
pair.
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Discussion
•The mystery: why no priming for vowel patterns?
• MSA is no one’s first language.

• The vocalic melody doesn’t carry any meaning in Tunisian.
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Question…
•Do these same results obtain in a Semitic language written in an orthography 
that represents consonants and vowels equally?

•Maltese is such a language, and visual word recognition research on Maltese 
(Twist 2006, Galea 2011) has investigated this issue.

•See Day 4 

•And see my talk at Roots on Saturday 
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